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How to find the soft innovation that will make your product, service, school, church, or career
worth talking about.We live in an era of too much noise, too much clutter, too many choices, and
too much spam. And as Seth Godin's 200,000-copy bestseller Purple Cow taught the business
world, the old ways of marketing simply don't work anymore. The best way to sell anything these
days is through word of mouth and the only real way to get word of mouth is to create something
remarkable.Free Prize Inside, the sequel to Purple Cow, explains how to do just that. It's jammed
with practical ideas you can use right now to make your product or service remarkable, so that it
will virtually sell itself.Remember when cereal came with a free prize inside? Even if you already
liked the cereal, it was the little plastic toy that made it irresistible. Godin explains how you can
think of a bonus that will make your customers feel just as excited, no matter what business
you're in. Consider these free prizes:• The Tupperware party, which turned buying plastic bowls
into a social event• Flintstones vitamins, which turned a serious product into something fun• The
free change-counting machine at every Commerce Bank branch• The little blue box from Tiffany,
which makes people happy before they even open itThis book offers a way to create free prizes
quickly, cheaply, and reliably and persuade others in your organization to help you bring them to
life.
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BOOK ABOUT HOW EVERY SINGLE ONE OF US CAN CREATE IDEAS THAT MAKE OUR
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES REMARKABLE.It turns out that the people who make things
happen—the champions—are now in short supply and more successful than ever. This is a
book about a very simple idea (one that you’ve probably thought of yourself): If you make your
product, your service, your school, your church or your career worth talking about, the word will
spread. Go make something happen, and it’ll pay off.I bet you can do just that.WELCOMEIf
you’re lucky, your boss bought you this book. It’s proof that your company wants you to do great



things. On the other hand, maybe you should buy a copy of this book for your boss—and let her
know that you really want to do great things.This book is not just a management book. It’s a book
for individuals, managers and CEOs. That’s because this book is a marketing book. It’s a
marketing book for an era where the real marketing happens inside the product, not in the ad
pages of a magazine.My goal is to sell you on taking on the challenge of doing the essential task
of creating innovation. Not by building an organization that is automatically and effortlessly
innovative—that’s impossible. No, by creating a desire among individuals to do the work they
must do to make innovation happen.This is work that matters. Work that’s worth doing. If I
succeed in inspiring you to try, and then succeed in guiding you around some of the pitfalls, this
book has been worth writing (and reading!).Three WaysIf you want, turn to the end of the book
and read the summary of Free Prize Inside! Then you can go back to the office and pretend you
read the whole thing.Or you can read the book that follows.Or after you’ve read it through once,
you can read it while referring to the dozens of pages of endnotes. Then you’ll really be an
expert. The endnotes are also online, updated regularly, at
www.freeprizeinside.com.Enjoy.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSHelping someone with a book is not
thankless, but it is a no-win proposition. Here are my selfless friends, allies and aides, who you
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thinkers like Andrew Beebe, Chris Meyer, Marcia Hart, Jackie Huba and Tim Manners. David
Evenchick, Steve Dennis, Nancy Pellowe Dennis, Keith Yamashita, Chris Anderson and
Jacqueline Novogratz for living out loud (and well). Jonathan Sackner Bernstein, for embodying
the idea of the champion. Jerry Colonna, for never failing to find a good reason.Helene, Alex and
Mo: “Great idea! Write it down!” and for the Wrigley story. My dad, Bill Godin, who is my hero and
role model. Tom Cohen, for consistently being suave, smart and steadfast. Fred Hills, for setting
a high standard. Yo-yoers David Simon, Jerry Shereshewsky, Dan Lovy, Barbara Johnson,
Michael Landau and Mark Hurst for doing great stuff, with care. John Byrne, for picking up where
Alan and Bill left off, and Alan and Bill for turning the volume up to 11.Special hugs to Red
Maxwell for making every single thing look good. Ann Shepherd for being my favorite elf, and
Eve Yohalem for lunch. Mark Vamos never fails to improve my columns for Fast Company and
Heath Row spreads them into cyberspace. Michael Cader always manages to execute
something that’s worth talking about—and he understands just how crazy this business is. Stuart
Krichevsky is a beacon of rational entrepreneurship (and a great friend). Pam Dorman never fails
to indulge my rants and raves.Every day, I get a lot of e-mail. All of you who have shared your
stories, your predicaments and your gratitude have made this journey a lot of fun. You are who
this book is really for.Thanks.Seth Godinseth@sethgodin.comFREE PRIZE INSIDE!
PROLOGUE:YOU CAN’T BUY ATTENTIONHow Much Does a Paper Clip Cost?Soon after I



started my first company while in college, my partner laughed at me. I had announced to the
office staff that we would save money by diligently reusing paper clips. “If we don’t throw them
out, there’s no reason we should ever have to buy another box,” I said, proudly lifting up the big
box I had just purchased.My partner pointed out that paper clips were so cheap as to be
essentially free, and perhaps I’d be better off focusing my limited intellect on something more
pressing. Basically, I was being an idiot by trying to save money on a cheap commodity.Paper
clips, however, didn’t used to be so cheap.There are dozens of patents for paper clips. At the
turn of the last century, paper clip technology was a closely guarded secret. Hundreds of
inventors were scrambling to invent a better paper clip.This was soon followed by big-time
advertising battles for paper clip market share. In 1910, when a stapler was a fancy piece of
office equipment, advertising your brand of paper clip made a lot of sense.Paper clip
manufacturers were in search of a killing. And they knew they could make one by creating a
better clip or by building a better brand.In the paper clip parable, we see the two ideologies that
every product that struggles not to be a commodity stands on:Build something no one else can
build (so you can charge enough to make a profit)Advertise it like crazy to build a brand (so you
can charge enough to make a profit)If consumers were totally rational, advertising wouldn’t work.
Consumers would consider all the choices and buy the cheapest one or the one that has a
noncopyable technical advantage. In a world like that, you’d either have a patent or process
monopoly or you’d be selling your stuff at ultralow (no profit) prices.But what fun is that?Before
you were born, marketers discovered that if they advertised like crazy, they could turn ad dollars
into cash. They realized that they could differentiate their products without changing the
products themselves. They discovered that they could charge better-than-commodity prices
without creating a better-than-commodity product.The reason paper clips are so cheap is that, a
hundred years after they were invented, there’s really no room for a major innovation in the way
they’re designed and produced. Without a technological edge, you’ve got nothing but a
worthless commodity on your hands, something not worth much effort. The only way to make
paper clips profitable, it seems, is to figure out some very cool branding and advertising that
compels people to pay extra to buy your brand instead of another.But most people, if you asked
them, would tell you that they’re not overly swayed by advertising, that they buy the right product
at the right price for their company or home.Of course, they don’t. Until recently, they paid extra
for truly effective advertising.Until recently.Remember Mr. Bubble?Or Mrs. Butterworth’s? Or Mr.
Coffee?There are plenty of products that used to be right there in the middle of our radar screen.
Products with good profit margins, plenty of growth and lots of shelf space.These products
thrived because they were average. They were average products for average people—with great
advertising. It was a great system: Every time the brand marketers spent $100 on advertising
and other forms of interruption, they made $200 in profit. They were marketing successfully to
the masses, and were great at squeezing every dollar out of the process. They were able to
charge noncommodity prices because they’d created a brand.Today, twenty years later, it’s easy
for a marketer to get nostalgic about this. One product after another is fading away, for a simple



reason: The ads can’t pay for themselves anymore. Not only can’t we make our paper clips
profitable with advertising, it’s getting difficult for vodkas, cars and accounting firms as well.What
we’ve learned is this: In an era of too much noise and too much clutter and too many choices
and too many channels and too much spam, you can’t make a good living by interrupting people
over and over.The TV-industrial complex, that graceful cycle that repaid advertisers with ever-
increasing profits (which led to ever-increasing ad buys) seems to be crumbling.Smart
marketers started to flee—running from expensive mass media—as soon as they realized that
building a brand using interruption media (advertising) is a loser’s game, and now they’re
searching for something else.Jeff Bezos UnderstandsThat Advertising Is DeadA year ago,
Ebook Tops.com announced that they were going to stop advertising altogether. No more TV. No
more magazine ads. Instead, the company decided to put the money it was spending on ads
into free shipping instead.Marketers were aghast. The idea of investing your ad dollars into
actually making the product better was heresy. Pundits once again proclaimed the death of
Ebook Tops.After twelve months, the results were in. Sales for the year were up 37 percent.
International growth was an astonishing 81 percent. Ebook Tops reported its first quarterly
nonholiday profit, attributed to growth due to the change in marketing tactics.Jeff Bezos and his
shareholders are thriving by abandoning the TV-industrial complex. They reject the idea that
they have to interrupt people with ads they don’t want to get. They reject the notion that the only
way to build sustainable competitive advantage in a nontechnology industry is to have ever more
clever ads, reaching ever more annoyed consumers.The list of companies that have recorded
record growth without heavy dependence on the TV-industrial complex continues to expand.
Meetup grew to more than half a million users without running an ad. The Dyson vacuum cleaner
continues to break sales records—without obscene ad spending. Wi-Fi has become the de facto
standard for wireless Internet connectivity, for a tiny fraction of the money wasted by much better
funded competitors.Just because you have money doesn’t mean you can trade it for attention by
buying advertising. Consumers have learned how to ignore you.Red Lobster, on the Other
Hand…When you think of the Red Lobster restaurant chain, do you think of their new slogan,
Share the Love? According to Gary Epstein, chief executive at Euro RSCG Tatham Partners,
“This campaign really captures kind of the heart and soul of what people feel about both the
brand and about eating seafood.” Huh?Red Lobster is so sure that their new spin on their old
restaurants will be effective that they’ve announced a $60 million ad campaign. Sixty million
dollars interrupting people with messages they don’t want to get about a restaurant they’ve
already heard of.Of course, it’s not really Red Lobster’s fault.All around us, we’re seeing the
symptoms of the failing TV-industrial complex, but many companies don’t seem to be reacting to
the decreased effectiveness of advertising as a tool to rapidly grow their business. Why?
Because the marketing department doesn’t get a lot of choice. The marketing department gets a
budget and a few tools. Those tools are things like ads, coupons and rebates. Given their
mission and the tools available to them, it’s not surprising that they run ads—it’s all they’ve got. It
takes guts to say to your boss, “Let’s stop running ads and start making a remarkable product



instead.”Marketing Matters, and It’s All MarketingIn Purple Cow, I tried to show you how being
remarkable is the shortcut to growth. The goal of this book is to go much further. I want to
expand the realm of marketing, and to persuade you and your peers that everyone in the
company is in the marketing department.Here’s the quick definition of a Purple Cow: A Purple
Cow is a product or service that’s remarkable. “Remarkable” simply means that a customer is
willing to make a remark about it. If you can create remarkable products, people will talk about
them. If that happens, the word will spread and your sales will grow. That explains the success of
most every fast-growing company of the last ten years.Are you invisible? Or remarkable?If your
goal is growth, marketing is all that matters—and everything you do is now part of marketing.If
marketing is about communicating to consumers that you’ve solved their problem, then the first
step is, in fact, to solve their problem. In our ever-more networked world, if you do that well
enough, the communication part of the equation is easier to solve.Every product and every
service can be made remarkable. And anyone in your organization can make it
happen.SECTION 1WHY YOU NEEDA FREE PRIZECan I Get It, Mom?If you were like me, you
nagged your mom to buy the cereal with the free prize inside. You bought Cracker Jacks to get
the goofy little prize, too. We may have known that the cereal without a prize was just as good,
but of course, it wasn’t just as good. It didn’t have a prize.In those days, cereal makers had it
easy. They could offer a free prize and create amazing advertising as well. They could charge a
significant premium over the generic brands if they had a talking tiger or a toucan or a Cap’n
riding a boat through a sea of milk.Today, of course, that’s no longer true. Cereal isn’t the cash
machine it used to be, there are too many brands, not enough shelf space and a newly cost-
sensitive consumer that isn’t fooled by TV advertising.All we’ve got left is the prize. The only way
to stand out and command noncommodity pricing is to innovate. You can innovate with a
licensed character or a cool shape or high-protein ingredients. You can innovate with packaging
or pricing or even—yes, it’s true—by putting a cool prize in the box.It’s not only cereal. More than
a decade ago, when Lincoln-Mercury started putting Bose stereos in their high-end cars, they
were astonished to discover that more than half the buyers opted to add the $8,000 stereo to
their $12,000 cars. The amazing thing is that almost none of these people had a stereo even
remotely that expensive in their living rooms at home. They thought they were going out to buy a
car, but they were entranced by something else—the innovation, the free prize. They were
buying a stereo with wheels.Innovation Is ActuallyCheaper Than AdvertisingIt didn’t used to be
true, but in a world of Purple Cows, when the marketing is built into the product, creating
products that are innovative is actually cheaper than advertising average products.So, once your
company realizes (and is sold on) that insight, then it will invest the money it would have spent
on advertising to create cool products instead. That innovation is free. In fact, it’s a profit
center.Big companies don’t blink before spending $100 million on the marketing for a product
launch. Small companies spend plenty on billboards or local advertising. But since that isn’t
working, they’d be better off spending half that amount and making something really special
instead.By the time you finish this book, you’ll discover that the future belongs to companies,



organizations and people who are remarkable, not boring.Introducing the Godin CurveThe right
half of the curve demonstrates that as you invest in media, you need to have a higher and higher
expected return to break even. That makes sense. If you run a ton of Super Bowl ads or spend a
lot of time and money to get on Oprah, that’s expensive. It’s a risk. You need a big payoff to make
it worth it.I’m not making a controversial assertion here. The simple fact is that the more you
spend, the more sales you need to justify that spending (and the risk and overhead that goes
with it).The left part of the curve shows that the same is true for technology. If you spend a
fortune building a gizmo, you need to have a very high expected return in order to break even on
your investment and have enough left over to have the risk of the investment be worth it.When
Iridium invested $3 billion to launch sixty-six satellites in permanent orbit around the Earth, they
were making a very big bet. In order to make a bet like that pay off, the return has to be
astronomical.The Godin curve combines the two parts, then adds a dotted line. The dotted line
shows how much revenue you can expect (historically) from big investments in media or
technology. Yes, you generate more revenue when you get a big ad campaign right or when you
launch a high-tech success. Surprisingly, though, the increase in revenue isn’t commensurate
with the increase in risk. You can spend more and more, but you can’t earn more and more.Big
technology and media projects rarely generate the huge returns necessary to make them worth
the effort. Sometimes they fail altogether. Iridium went bankrupt. So did Pets.com. Even when
they do work, they often generate relatively little more revenue than cheaper campaigns or
cheaper technology do.The final version of the curve (named after Antoine Godin, the great
explorer) subtracts the costs of development and media from the project’s revenue and shows
your likely profit (the dotted line). The spot between the two curves is the free-prize zone, the
place where a different kind of innovation lives, the place where you can live and work and
profit.Let me make it really clear:You can’t afford difficult and risky technological innovation,
because the return you’ll receive is unlikely to justify the investment.You can’t afford to do huge
media and PR buys because the return you’ll receive is unlikely to justify the investment.But you
can profit all day long by leveraging insight and creativity to come up with cheap innovations that
have a significant return. The center of the curve is all yours.Huge returns go to organizations
that create remarkable innovations, regardless of their cost or provenance.How Can This Be?
This is counterintuitive. It implies that the things that “smart” (big) companies have been
spending the most on is the stuff that doesn’t really matter.Exactly.Each incremental dollar on
big ad spending doesn’t contribute appropriate incremental profit in return.Each incremental
dollar spent on big R&D and technology investment doesn’t contribute appropriate incremental
profit in return.The two pillars have crumbled. Differentiating yourself with patents or ads is too
hard. Something else is at work. There’s a new way of winning, and it’s happening because of a
confluence of reinforcing events.Consumers (at home or at work) have always wanted more than
they say they want. We proclaim ourselves to be rational, cost-conscious, Consumer Reports–
reading smart people. In fact, we are happy to pay extra for whitewall tires, beautiful leather
nappiness on our shoes, a sophisticated showroom in which to shop and even stamps we don’t



have to lick. We don’t insist on the biggest ads or the latest technology. We want cool
stuff. Design matters. Style matters. Extras matter. We want the free prize, sometimes more
than we want the thing itself. J. D. Power announced in 2003 that Land Rover was near the
bottom of their customer service index ranking, right near Kia, Isuzu and Daewoo. This doesn’t
seem to have any effect on their sales, which are at record levels. Apparently, people are buying
Land Rovers at a huge premium over most any other car, even though the main thing a car is
supposed to do—run when you want it to run—isn’t one of its strong points. It’s the design and
the look and the legend and brochure and the dealership, and the look in your neighbor’s eye
when you drive it home. Obviously, people are buying the car for some reason that does not
have much to do with going from one place to another.We now live in a world where the path
from great idea to the consumer is shorter than ever. It used to take years to build a plant, set up
distribution, do the advertising and get the product into the hands of the user. The rules have
changed. Within four hours of Arnold Schwarzenegger’s surprise announcement about his
gubernatorial bid, someone was selling T-shirts with his image online. This means that there’s
less reason to build some giant campaign for the future—the competition is building something
for right now.The tools that are available to creators are so much better than they used to be. We
can prototype machines on our desktop, mock up Web sites on our desktop, and even model
behaviors on our desktop. The bar for truly revolutionary technical innovation keeps getting
higher. Getting a world-beating patent isn’t something you can do in your basement anymore.
You need a lot of money and a lot of time.Because we’re less open to the big and the slow (and
very responsive to the clever and the quick), the return on being big and slow isn’t what it used
to be.The half-life of a successful product is shorter than ever, so ideas need to be cheaper to
build and faster to market.Living (and Thriving) in the Free Prize ZoneThe obvious lesson from
the Godin curve is that the place to spend your time, your money and your career is in the center
of the curve. That creating the innovations that people pay for is actually a profitable venture—it’s
not a cost center, it’s free.There are challenges, of course. Most companies aren’t organized to
do this. Most individuals aren’t trained to pursue it. And most people haven’t been sold on why
it’s important.This book addresses all three stumbling blocks. My goal is to cajole you into
stepping into this zone and investing the energy it takes to revolutionize your products—and
make them remarkable.Soft Innovation Is Innovation Anyone Can DoMost writing on innovation
is about paradigm shifts, big projects, huge R&D and technical changes. It’s about
nanotechnology and space farming.Most successes, though, are actually the result of what I’ll
call soft innovation. Stuff like fast lube job shops, cell phone pricing plans and purple
ketchup.What really works? No surprise, it’s the soft stuff. The commonsense, creative stuff that
requires initiative and curiosity, not an advanced degree, to do.The reason soft innovation works
is that all breakthroughs (big and small) require quantum leaps. It’s much easier, of course, to
take a quantum leap with style or insight or guts (a nontechnical breakthrough) than it is by
toying with the rules of physics or jumping Moore’s curve.Please don’t misunderstand me. I’m
eternally grateful to Edison for inventing the lightbulb and Salk for perfecting the polio vaccine.



These were heavy-duty breakthroughs that involved equal parts of persistence and genius. If
you’re hot on the trail of a quantum breakthrough in your technical field, please proceed!My
message is aimed at everyone else. It’s aimed at everyone who’s been told that they’re not
qualified, authorized or entitled to pursue breakthroughs of any kind, that they must pursue the
status quo while waiting for R&D to deliver the latest insight and marketing to come up with the
next great ad campaign (Share the Love anyone?).Quick Definitions: A soft innovation is what
you, the marketer, see. If it catches on and becomes something the consumer wants, it is now a
free prize.A free prize is the essence of a Purple Cow. Generally, a free prize has two key
characteristics. First, it’s the thing about your service, your product or your organization that’s
worth remarking on, something worth seeking out and buying. (Alas, most soft innovations never
become free prizes, because most soft innovations aren’t remarkable.) Second, a free prize is
not about what a person needs. Instead, it satisfies our wants. It is fashionable or fun or
surprising or delightful or sad. It rarely delivers more of what we were buying in the first place. It
delivers something extra.A product or service that carries a free prize is a Purple Cow.The
Surgeon and the NurseI had hernia surgery. It costs a lot, it hurts and the hospital makes a
fortune.The places it hurts might surprise you. The surgery gives you a very sore throat, because
they clamp your mouth open while you’re asleep. It also hurts a lot when you pee, because they
use a catheter.The surgeon doesn’t care one bit about how much it hurts. He’s a superhero, he
cuts and sews and moves on. But the hospital cares. The hospital cares because they know that
most patients have a choice when it comes to ambulatory surgery, and that choice is dictated in
large measure by how positive the word of mouth from other patients is.The traditional way for a
hospital to improve its services is with technological innovation. Buying million-dollar MRI
machines or investing in a huge new facility. But that ignores free prize thinking.As I lay in the
recovery room for two hours, all I could think about was how much my throat hurt and how
difficult it was to pee. The surgeon told me later that this happens to everyone. He told me that if
I had gulped down some cranberry juice and sucked on a throat lozenge when I got home, I
would have had a much easier time.So here’s the question: Why didn’t someone offer me a
throat lozenge and a glass of cranberry juice at the hospital? Some dietician had decided that
apple juice and graham crackers were the right thing to offer to recovering patients, and that was
that. The nurses, good at following instructions, were following these rules as well.But what if
one brave nurse had the guts to ask a surgeon if she could offer a Sucret and a glass of
cranberry juice instead? How much would that innovation cost?The return on investment is
huge. Charging $5,000 a patient for half a day, all the hospital needs to do is get one or two new
surgeries a year as a result of word of mouth to pay for a lifetime supply of Sucrets. It’s really
simple: The nurse could have created a soft innovation—something useful and magical and
thoughtful—that might have become a free prize. Only when you find the free prize will your
customers start to talk about you.I Wish Highway 11 WereBeautiful, but It’s NotHighway 11 is the
road taken by thousands of people every day as they travel from Toronto to some of the most
stunning country I’ve ever seen. Crystal-clear lakes, awe-inspiring moose and millions of



trees.But along the way, you’ve got to pass gas stations, junk shops, fireworks stores, more gas
stations, doughnut shops, coffee shops and abandoned wild blueberry stands. In one three-
kilometer stretch, it’s possible to pass at least three vivid examples of each of these, all jammed
together in one endless, mind-numbing strip.Then, around the bend, next to a famous
hamburger stand, you’ll find Rita’s. Her store doesn’t even have a name. The sign out front says,
CANDY SHOPPE.Over the last four years, Rita’s candy shop has been one of the fastest-
growing stores in the entire country. Rita has recorded annual sales increases of close to 100
percent and had some months where sales go up 50 percent from the month before. She’s done
all this by building a Purple Cow.Nearly everything about the store is remarkable. Rita sells
candy that you can’t get anywhere else in the country. She sells individually wrapped bags of
penny candy so you don’t have to worry about some kid’s grimy hands. She sells flavors and
brands that you remember from your childhood but thought were gone forever. She even sells
spotted dick, the infamous British pudding in a can.The average customer spends $30 to $100,
depending on the season. $100 worth of candy!It’s pretty easy to look at this business and
realize that nearly anyone could have started it. Rita is personable and hardworking and she
loves her products, but she’s not the only shopkeeper in Canada who could run this store. So,
the question I want to answer is this: Why Rita?Why is Rita the only one doing something so
remarkable? Why is it so easy to get your friends, family, neighbors and even bankers to support
your effort to open yet another doughnut shop, but so wonderfully rare to find someone running
a shop as cool (and successful) as Rita’s?In the world of the Purple Cow, where the product is
the marketing, the winners are the people able to champion remarkable ideas and make them
happen. And the astonishing revelation is this: Innovation isn’t just fun, it’s free. It doesn’t take
rare skill or astonishing talent. It doesn’t have to involve huge expenditures of time and money.
And the innovations you create will have a far faster (and bigger) payback than the more
ordinary stuff you’re spending so much time and effort on.TEN SOFT INNOVATIONS ANYONE
COULD HAVE DONEEvery one of these ten ideas is a free prize. Every one transformed an
ordinary organization or product into a remarkable one, a Purple Cow worth talking about. And
every one could have been conceived by someone like you.Three Dog Bakery: purveyor of food
for dogs that contains 100-percent natural, people-grade ingredients. “This store wasn’t for the
pets, of course. It was for the owners. It’s theater,” says Ann Willoughby, who helped create the
chain of more than twenty-five stores around the world.Prehistoric pasta: Twenty years ago, Chef
Boyardee introduced dinosaurs to the world of kids’ food. They created a sensation, generating
millions of dollars’ worth of incremental sales of canned macaroni (in the shape of
Tyrannosaurus Rex, in fact). One problem: The National Academy of Sciences criticized Chef
Boyardee for getting the number of claws on the T. rex wrong. They fixed it.Saving lives, saving
money: Dr. Peter Pronovost realized that doctors kill more than 98,000 patients a year because
they fail to follow simple steps. One Sunday night, he invented a simple checklist for doctors,
and started using it the next day. In studies, his checklist has been shown to decrease the
average stay in the intensive care ward by 50 percent.PowerBar: Yes, they’ve been around since



1986. And anyone who saw that athletes wanted a food to eat before, during or after exercising
could have invented this multibillion-dollar product category.Portable shredding: bakery-truck-
size rolling shredding machines. They drive up to a business, take its confidential documents,
shred them and drive off.Endless Pools: treadmills for swimmers. Tens of thousands are installed
in gyms and homes around the world.The 52 Deck Series: Lynn Gordon developed beautifully
illustrated little gift books. Except they’re not gift books. They’re decks of cards with text and
pictures offering fifty-two great ideas for what to do on a rainy day, or on a visit to New York City,
or even if you can’t sleep. Sales so far? More than five million decks.The iPod: You can spend
half as much on a competitor and get space to hold even more music. What you can’t get is the
beautiful industrial design and the effortless user interface. People aren’t buying a hard disk in a
box. They’re buying the free prize that comes from the satisfaction you get from using it.QBNet:
fast barbershops in Japan. Get a cut in one-sixth the time and for one-quarter the price. They’ve
grown from 57,000 cuts a year in 1996 to more than 3.5 million haircuts in 2002.The Swatch: At
the peak of this brand’s frenzy, a Swatch sold at auction for more than $20,000. The idea behind
this mammoth brand is simple: cheap Swiss watches with great fashion sense. Watches worth
talking about, watches worth collecting. Before Swatch, only millionaires collected
watches.Innovation Envy Gets Us SidetrackedIt glides and floats and spins and soars. Everyone
who sees it wants to touch it and talk about it and take it for a ride. It’s a remarkable
innovation.Dean Kamen, the inventor, is one in a million. He revolutionized the wheelchair,
dialysis machines and the way African villages make clean water. Now he’s trying to change the
way we walk around. I think he’s a genius and I’m glad to know him.But the Segway represents
everything that’s wrong with the way we think about innovation. The Segway cost more than $80
million to develop. The project was a crapshoot the entire time—no one was ever sure if it was
going to function as designed or not. The Segway was built by highly trained, brilliant engineers,
the kind of rocket scientists we might be proud to know, but not people like us.Worse, the
Segway required that an entirely new company be formed to get it off the ground. It involved
building a new marketing effort and a major hype and sales rollout in order to generate enough
sales to make it worth the journey.The Segway is the kind of bet-the-company, high-risk
innovation we all dream about. It’s the big fat audacious innovation that (when it works) becomes
legendary. But the Segway was expensive and the Segway took years to develop.That’s not the
kind of innovation I want to talk about. I love the Segway and I’m glad Dean built it, but I think
there’s another way. I think there are free innovations waiting for you to roll them out.The Price of
“Wow” Keeps on RisingThat was the headline in The New York Times. And they’re right. Using a
technology breakthrough or a nationwide ad campaign to get people to say wow is not as easy
as it used to be. When Hollywood turned the Terminator into molten metal, people said wow. The
same level of wow in The Matrix cost five or ten times as much.
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Brett W., “Zaha Books is shipping “new” books from Goodwill. I’m giving 5 stars for Seth Godin
but I would give 1 star for Zaha Books. (My book is apparently shipped and sold by Zaha.) I
ordered this book new, rather than used and new. Despite this, the book is written in and has
some kind of subtle water damage to the top pages. It also came with receipts from Goodwill.
The book is perfectly readable, but it’s clearly fraudulent to call this “new.””

Kevin Eikenberry, “Easy Read. Seth Godin writes innovative, thought provoking and fun to read
marketing books. This book is all of those things. After all, any book that had the first 100,000
copies available inside a cereal box (get it, the Free Prize Inside?) must be innovative, thought
provoking and fun.! This is written as a marketing book and so if you are an entrepreneur, have
a marketing interest or responsibility, I believe it is a must read.But I recommend it for everyone
else too - because about half of the book is about the most important part of the idea -selling it.
So if you are trying to influence change in your organization, sell your ideas to others, propose
an acquisition, suggest a new product line or influence others in your organization in any way,
then I recommend you read this book.(Hint - that last paragraph should be all of us, even if we
could care less about "marketing" in our company) Read it because it is innovative. Read it
because it is fun. Read it because it has practical information to help you sell others on your
ideas.”

Ruben, “Don't let the cover fool you. It's great. This is a brilliant book for those who wish to be
change agents and creative marketers. The concepts in this book are simply amazing and
helped me thrive my business, so it went from regional to international (although the other
writings from Seth Godin should be credited for this too).The downside is that I feel this book
(the title and cover) has the feeling it's a joke. Too big of a promise, too vague of a title. It's not a
joke.If you have that idea too, I'd hereby want to convince you to ignore the cover and the
(sub)title and just buy the book. (Well, that is if you want to apply change in (your) company and
want to have your marketingskills grow exponentially...)”

Ken Evoy, “Seth Godin's Best Yet. Awesome book. Seth's "BIG FRONT FOUR" (my name for
four key excerpts that knocked me for a loop)..."Focus on the unsatisfied.""Make An Invisible
Service Visible.""The free prize transcends the utility of the original idea.""When you identify
what's broken among your competitors,you've found a free prize."... caused us to find our
product's "Secret Prize."We implemented a program within 5 days that has so far caused sales
to jump by 50%. Tremendous feedback from inbound e-mail corroborates that we're on the right
track, as does the fact that existing customers identify strongly with this "core" messaging.I've
read all of Seth Godin's books.  This one is his best.Ken EvoyPresident, SiteSell.comhtttp://[...]”

M, “Good Author. Good Book. Okay price.. Book .... 4.25 starsAuthor .... 4.5 starsPrice ...... 4



starsTotal stars rating .... 4.2”

Josh Strength Side, “Awesome Book. I read Purple Cow which this book is kind of a follow up to,
but I enjoyed Free Prize Inside much more. Very motivating and a whole lot of take-aways. Yes
the book is aimed towards entreprenuership and business but one can apply these principles to
just everyday life.”

Reader10928, “Fantastic sequel to purple cow. I loved the practical application of purple cow
principles and the free prizes inside this book...e.g. edgecraft instead of brainstorming.”

James, “Four Stars. AAA”

Michael, “Interessanter Inhalt mit unterdurchschnittlichem Cover. Seth Godins Buch ist inhaltlich
sehr interessant und betrachtet das Thema aus verschiedenen Richtungen. Der äußere
Eindruck des Buch selbst jedoch erweckt den Anschein von drittklassigster Lektüre von der
Tankstelle. Das hat er nicht verdient, muss jedoch damit leben, dass viele Menschen nach dem
Einband bewerten und selbiger, trotz aufwändiger Grafik, sehr billig rüberkommt. Zum
Verschenken nur bedingt geeignet”

Rodolfo Gonzalez, “Excellente continuacion. Este libro es la continuación de Purple Cow , nos
habla de como llegar a conseguir el producto extraordinario (remakable) que menciona en el
anterior libro , te da muchos ejemplos de lo que es un Free Prize ,de compañías que
actualmente lo utilizan y como conseguirlos a través de las Soft Innovations .Explica porque
Free Prize es gratis o debe conseguirse a un costo muy bajo a diferencia de otro tipos de
innovaciones que son muy costosas.También enseña como vender un proyecto y convertirte en
un champion , y como presentar el proyecto a tus superiores incluso consejos para realizar una
mejor presentación (powerpoint).En general el libro te da una idea de lo que requiere una
empresa o producto para poder sobresalir de su competencia sin invertir dinero, solo utilizando
la creatividad.Muy recomendado para personas que se desempeñan en el área de ventas ,
marketing , gerencia y también para personas que buscan abrir un negocio o ya lo tienen.”

The book by Seth Godin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 89 people have provided feedback.
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